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Project 

The Galleria, located on Al Maryah Island, is one of Abu Dhabi’s most prominent lifestyle destinations. Offering an array of 
exceptional shopping locations, dining facilities and entertainment hubs, guests can discover a wide range of international and 
regional brands such as Balenciaga, Christian Dior, Gucci, Hugo Boss and more. The Galleria introduces customers to luxurious 
items from around the world whilst catering for the rest of the family with their VOX Cinema, Family Park area and activity arena 
‘The Xtreme Zone’. First opened in 2013, the mall has expanded vastly to meet the needs of Abu Dhabi’s countless visitors and to 
enhance the aesthetic and improve the sound quality throughout the facility, our workforce contributed with our seamless 
acoustical ceiling solution. 

Lahnau Akustik's Mikropor Acoustic Ceilings offer a visually appealing solution with numerous benefits beyond just their smooth 
appearance. These ceilings effectively reduce noise levels, creating a peaceful shopping environment for customers. Additionally, 
the integrated cooling technology and high thermal conductivity allow for reduction in energy costs. The product's fire protection 
properties help prevent the spread of flames, while its high light reflectivity also contributes to energy savings. With up to 100 
W/m2 active cooling capacity and easy installation without removal of preinstalled surfaces, Mikropor promotes an eco-friendly 
approach and efficient project completion. 
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Delivering Quality on Time 

Our Mission 

Since 2011, Duphill’s vision has always been to achieve excellence in every project we deliver. This 
high standard is what keeps our dedicated team continuously applying our core value of “Delivering 
Quality on Time” and guarantees satisfaction for all our valuable clients. 

Contact us 

Phone: +9714 5516591 

Email: info@duphilluae.com 

Web: www.duphill.com 

Social Media Links 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/duphill/ 

Facebook: @DuphillUAE 

Instagram: @DuphillUAE 

Completion Date: July 2021 

Area Applied: 2,200 m2 

Client: Multiplex Middle East 

System: Lahnau Akustik Mikropor 

Our workforce, highly experienced with our selection of exclusive materials, were able to support our client with achieving their 
required finish and greatly improve the customer experience within the mall. Whether it be decorative, industrial or hygienic 
products, our vast knowledge within the construction industry reflects throughout all of our application with the teams 
impressive attention to detail and passion towards each project.  With our beautifully crafted finishes continuing to impress our 
extensive list of prestigious clients, Duphill’s applications will continue to speak volumes and contribute to the development of 
our legacy. 


